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The ASKO story is a unique one. It started back in 1950 
in Vara, Sweden with an innovative young man’s dream to 
build a washing machine for his mother to make her life 
easier. A unique, energy and water efficient machine that 
would reflect a farmer’s love for nature. One with superior 
cleaning performance and reliability that could heat water, 
spin and even had both durable and stainless steel drums.

 

Today, more than 60 years later, ASKO is a global brand 
which design and develop premium Kitchen, Laundry and 
professional appliances. Our machines meet the highest 
demands on design, function, durability and environmental 
awareness. We manufacture our products with extremely 
high quality demands and we build our domestic products 
like we build our professional products.

Our heritage  
is our future

Swedish quality since 1950
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Nature is an important part of Swedish life, and car-
ing for the environment has always been an integral 
part of the ASKO culture. Our commitment to the en-
vironment guides not only how our products per-
form, but also what manufacturing procedures are uti-
lised to produce them in the first place. At ASKO, we  
continuously look for the most environmentally friendly  
solutions and economical use of resources in the  

manufacture of our products. One small, but important  
example of this environmentally friendly approach is that all 
components in our dishwashers that weigh more than 50 
grams are labelled for recycling. This is just one illustration  
of our holistic commitment to the environment - for us it’s 
not just about how much we use, but how little we waste in 
our production process, while our products are in use, and 
even when they are at the end of their life cycle.
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In Sweden, where the winters are long, dark and cold 
it’s  essential to bring some light into our lives and our 
homes. This is probably one of the reasons why interior  
design takes such a big part in our Swedish design history.  
Functional and practical, interactive, bright and easy to 
use. That’s Swedish design.

At ASKO we have taken the best parts of our design history  
– discreet elegance, first class craftmanship and natural  
materials – and integrated into our own design. Your 
life with ASKO shall be simple thanks to user-friendly  
solutions, integrated functions which are actually making 
your life easier and of course a quality that guarantee you 
long time use without any problems.

Our design philosophy
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At ASKO we offer you a full range of kitchen products that 
will provide you with all the necessary functions, whether 
you want to prepare a luxury dinner in our pyrolytic  
(self-cleaning) oven, cook healthy food with our steam 
oven, simmer your sauce on our induction cooktop, or 

The complete kitchen range
utilise the benefits of our combination convection/micro-
wave oven. We also offer you dishwashers which are not 
only water- and energy efficient, but which are also de-
sign coordinated, ergonomic and of a quality that gua-
rantees to safely clean even your finest cookware.

Kitchen
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It’s where birthday cakes from childhood memories come 
from. Where Sunday roasts with the family are cooked. 
Where soufflés are nervously baked. Today, the oven  
remains the centrepiece of every kitchen. That’s why 
we’ve developed a range of ovens to suit your kitchen 
and your life. We’ve combined Swedish design, European  
manufacturing and some clever thinking to bring joy to 
your cooking and eating. 

Centerpiece of every kitchen

Built in ovens
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Introducing ASKO’s new iChef oven - the first programmable  
oven, featuring a high resolution full colour display, provides  
a  smarter way to make your cooking experience even easier.

ASKO iChef oven

ASKO iChef - slide, select and 
cook
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STEPbake
STEPbake allows you to set up to 3 cooking combinations into one 
program. This means you no longer have to go up to the oven manually 
and change settings half way through your cooking.

MYbake
MYbake save your favourite cooking combinations. So any previous 
cooking combinations you have used on the oven can be stored for future 
use. This means no more re-programming of the oven, just select your 
MYbake program and press start.

AUTObake
AUTObake is the simplest cooking method of all. Simply select from one 
of the coloured food groups on the screen and then select the weight 
and how you would like it cooked, and the oven does the rest. Our oven 
programming was devised by chefs and nutritional experts to give you the 
very best result.    

SIMPLEbake
When you have selected the SIMPLEbake option, nine photos appear on 
the interactive colour display. These represent 9 categories of dishes that 
are most commonly cooked in the oven. Select the category of the dish 
you wish to prepare. All you need to do is then select the weight of the 
meal you are cooking and how you would like it cooked.  

EXTRA
EXTRA has all those little things we feel are important to the functionality 
of an oven. Like fast pre-heating, plate warming or simple re-heating of last 
nights dinner. Although our oven has so many methods of cooking, we 
even included a meat probe program for the accurate cooking of difficult 
cuts of meat.  

PRObake 
Allows you to set which heating elements you require and what tempe-
rature you want. Depending on program selected the temperature range 
can be from 30-275°C. 
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Clean modern design combined with premium functions 
and features forms the basis of our range of ovens. These 
are appliances that will assist you in every way in comple-
ting the daily task of preparing lunch or dinner.

They are easy to use with a unique set of programs that will 
perform all the necessary functions to cook gourmet-style 
meals or simple, hearty fare. 

Ovens

Professional assistance
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46 cm full width tray 
The ASKO ovens allow you to cook more at a time. This is not only due to 
our heating circulation system, but also due to our full width 46 cm baking 
trays. Combined with 4 cooking levels, the oven is not only spacious but 
has a well planned layout as well.

Pyrolytic cleaning
This function works by heating the oven to a very high temperature 
(500°C) in order to eliminate grease that has been splattered or spilled. 
After the cleaning process the remaining fine ashes can be easliy wiped 
away. Due to the unique design ASKO’s baking trays can be left in the 
oven during the pyrolytic cleaning process.

Rapid heating - 180oC in 4 min
No need to wait ages for the oven to reach the desired temperature. With 
rapid heating the oven reaches 180˚C in just 4 minutes. A sound and a 
light signal indicates that the desired temperature has been reached. 

8 Wave Heat
The ASKO ovens feature an interior cavity based on generations of wood 
fire ovens. The shape of our oven allows for a more even circulation of the 
hot air, resulting in perfect cooking every time. 

Meat probe
Just insert the meat probe, set the required temperature and the oven 
automatically switches off when the dish is cooked. You can also follow 
the temperature on the oven display so there is no need to constantly be 
opening the door during cooking.

Safety
ASKO ovens feature a safety system that immediately switches off the fan 
and the heater if the door is opened while in operation. When the door 
is shut again, all settings are restored and cooking begins again. ASKO 
ovens include Cool Touch door and child lock.
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With our steam oven you’ll find a natural, healthy and
tasteful way of cooking. The steam oven preserves all of
the natural vitamins, mineral salts and flavour within the
food. Steam cooking doesn´t require any fat and perfectly 
preserves the texture and colour of the food.

Steam oven 

Healthy cooking
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Steam cooking
Natural, healthy and tasty. Food that´s been cooked in a steam oven preserves 
all of the natural vitamins, mineral salts and flavours within the food, without 
losing colour or texture. No fat is required in the cooking and meat, fish and 
vegetables can be cooked simultaneously. 

Temperature
With the temperature options the ASKO steam oven can do anything from defrost 
to steaming the most delicate foods. You can choose between 6 temperature 
settings, ranging between 55˚C-100˚C, with 8 possible cooking options.

Steam oven accessories 
ASKO’s steam ovens come with a steamer rack, a wire grid and additional water 
container. The deep steamer rack features a perforated bottom, additional 
baking tray and wire grid which are made of high-quality stainless steel. All 
accessories are dishwasher safe.
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With our combined microwave oven you’ll have all the 
flexibility of combination cooking. It is a convection oven 
(including a fan) with the added benefit of microwave 
speed. You have four different types of cooking: microwave, 
traditional fan cooking or grilling and combination cooking.

Combined 
microwave oven 

Flexible cooking
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Combined microwave oven
Built in combined microwave ovens provide all the benefits of microwaves, 
convection heating and grill. Automatic programs which combine the speed of 
microwave with traditional oven cooking, allow you to cook 2 kg of beef in under 
40 minutes. 

Complete flexibility
The ASKO combined oven is a perfect complement to your full size oven. 
This all-in-one combination microwave offers complete flexibility in the way 
to cook. You can bake, use microwave or grill, all with the same oven.

Convection
In our combined ovens you can bake cookies on up to three levels 
simultaneously. The fan at the back of the oven ensures that the heat is 
distributed evenly and quickly. 
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ASKO OP8611SS
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan grill
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan forced & lower heating
•	 Fan forced upper heat
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 2 trays
•	 Meat probe
•	 Pyro-proof baking trays and side 

racks

Built in ovens

Ovens 60 cm

ASKO OP8621SS
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 Auto cooking
•	 Top & bottom heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan forced lower heat
•	 Fan grilling
•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Lower heat
•	 Upper heat
•	 Fan only
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins
•	 Memorise 3 favourite programs

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 2 telescopic 3/4 rails
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 2 trays
•	 Meat probe
•	 Pyro-proof baking trays and side 

racks

ASKO OP8631SS
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 SIMPLEbake
•	 AUTObake
•	 PRObake
•	 MYbake
•	 STEPbake
•	 Upper & lower heat
•	 Lower heat
•	 Upper heat
•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan grill
•	 Fan forced & lower heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins
•	 Rapid pre heat

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 3 fully extendable telescopic rails
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Start & and cooking time setting 
•	 TFT display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 3 trays
•	 Meat probe
•	 Pyro-proof baking trays and side 

racks
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Ovens 60 cm

ASKO OCM8411SS
Electronic microwave combined oven, 
45 cm. Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 Auto cooking
•	 Top and bottom heat
•	 Fan and grill
•	 Fan
•	 Grill (hot air grill)
•	 Drying / defrosting
•	 Keep warm

Features

•	 1 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 2 trays

Ovens 45 cm

ASKO OS8411SS
Electronic Steam oven, 45 cm.
Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 8 temperature options (55ºC - 100ºC)
•	 Steam cooking 
•	 Fish cooking 
•	 Melt / lo temp reheating
•	 Mild steam for delicate food
•	 Defrost

Features

•	 1 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 LC display
•	 1 tray
•	 1 steam cook dish set in stainless 

steel

ASKO OT8601SS
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Stainless steel.

Functions

•	 Top & Bottom Heat
•	 Half Grill
•	 Full Grill
•	 Fan Forced & Lower Element
•	 Fan forced
•	 Defrost
•	 Fan & Lower Element
•	 Aqua Clean

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 3 trays
•	 Meat probe
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ASKO OP8611A
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Anthracite 

Functions

•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan grill
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan forced & lower heating
•	 Fan forced upper heat
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 2 trays
•	 Meat probe

Built in ovens

Ovens 60 cm

ASKO OP8621A
Electronic oven, 60 cm.
Anthracite 

Functions

•	 Auto cooking
•	 Top & bottom heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan forced lower heat
•	 Fan grilling
•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Lower heat
•	 Upper heat
•	 Fan only
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins
•	 Memorise 3 favourite programs

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 2 telescopic 3/4 rails
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 2 trays
•	 Meat probe

ASKO OP8631A
Electronic Oven, 60 cm.
Anthracite 

Functions

•	 SIMPLEbake
•	 AUTObake
•	 PRObake
•	 MYbake
•	 STEPbake
•	 Upper & lower heat
•	 Lower heat
•	 Upper heat
•	 Half grill
•	 Full grill
•	 Fan grill
•	 Fan forced & lower heat
•	 Fan forced
•	 Fan & lower heat
•	 Defrost
•	 Keep warm
•	 Pyrolytic 90/120/150 mins
•	 Rapid pre heat

Features

•	 2 halogen internal light
•	 3 fully extendable telescopic rails
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Start & and cooking time setting 
•	 TFT display
•	 Temperature range 30ºC - 275ºC
•	 3 trays
•	 Meat probe
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Ovens 45 cm

ASKO OCM8411A
Electronic microwave combined oven, 
45 cm. Anthracite 

Functions

•	 Auto cooking
•	 Top and bottom heat
•	 Fan and grill
•	 Fan
•	 Grill (hot air grill)
•	 Drying / defrosting
•	 Keep warm

Features

•	 1 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 Delayed start 
•	 LC display
•	 2 trays

ASKO OS8411A
Electronic steam oven, 45 cm.
Anthracite 

Functions

•	 8 temperature options (55ºC - 100ºC)
•	 Steam cooking 
•	 Fish cooking 
•	 Melt / lo temp reheating
•	 Mild steam for delicate food
•	 Defrost

Features

•	 1 halogen internal light
•	 Clock / timer
•	 LC display
•	 2 trays
•	 1 steam cook dish set in stainless 

steel
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From early morning breakfast, to late night snacks, the cooktop  
is in constant use. It needs to be fast, efficient, and easy 
to maintain. ASKO’s range of induction, ceramic and gas  
cooktops offer freedom and flexibility in the kitchen.

All our cooktops are co-designed to match our wide range of 
appliances. Choose between 60 cm, 75 cm, 77 cm, 80 cm 
and 90 cm.

Control your cooking 

Cooktops
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The ASKO IQcook cooktop is equipped with sensors that 
au tomatically control the operation without the need to 
constantly monitor your cooking . The sensor, which can 
be attached to the lid of your cookware will control the  
cooking progress in the pan and au tomatically regulate the 
temperature and power. 

The IQcook system will control the temperature throughout  
the whole coo king process. Steam cooking with the  
IQcook cooktop will give you 100% active preservation of 
nutrients, vitamins and minerals. Fully automatic control 
over the cooking process eliminates the risk of boilovers.

IQcook
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IQcook sensors
Wireless communication between the remote LID SENSOR and the 
induction cooktop lies in the heart of the IQcook system. Data from the 
sensors is constantly monitored with real-time adjustments of the cooking. 

IQpro
IQpro is used for finishing dishes that require longer cooking time with 
slow heating and cooking at lower constant temperature. Best for dishes 
such as: porridge, goulash, stews, chili con carne, or polenta.

IQsteam
IQsteam is a revolutionary concept of cooking with steam on induction 
cooktops. Precise regulation and sensor control maintains a constant level 
of steam inside the cookware and requires a very low amount of water.

IQboil
IQboil is used for dishes which should be cooked with more water and 
need a slow controlled boiling. Suitable for soups and all kinds of pasta.

IQfry
Developed for dishes that are prepared by deep frying. The lid is not used 
with IQfry program. Suitable for food such as: french fries, spring rolls, or 
donuts.

IQgrill
IQgrill is perfect for grilling food with very little or no oil. The IQgrill  
program is suitable for food such as: steaks, roasts, vegetables,   
or cheese.
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Induction cooktops are changing the way people cook. 
Using magnetic fields to generate heat, they are the fas-
test of all cooktops and offer instant precise heat control.  
Induction cooktops are becoming more popular in Australia. 
They work quite differently to conventional, electric, or 
gas cooktops. Induction cooktops use magnetic fields to 

transfer heat directly onto your pot. All the source energy 
is supplied to the pot whereas, with conventional, electric, 
or gas cooktops, the energy is first converted to heat and 
only then directed to the pot with much of that heat going 
to waste.

Induction cooktops
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Simple to use
Our induction cooktops are smart. The flat glass surface provides a 
minimalist, designer look that’s also highly practical. Spills can be wiped 
up in seconds, and touch controls with easy to read displays make them 
super simple to use. 

Adaptive Zone™
ASKO’s flexible Adaptive Zone™ provides the ability to bridge two cooking 
zones together to create one large cooking zone, allowing you to optimise 
your cooking space.  Our Adaptive Zone™ provides the ideal amount of 
space for large pots and pans, making your cooking options endless.

Making time
Hungry? In a hurry? No problem. With an ASKO induction cooktop you can 
cook faster than ever. Boiling two liters of water will take under 5 minutes.

6 Auto programs
The auto programs will help you to keep the right temperature when boiling, 
frying, simmering, grilling, wok cooking and keep the food warm.
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The ASKO gas cooktops are all designed to give you 
the best possible cooking experience. The flame is per-
fectly controllable with a wide control range and a high  
output giving you the advantage of cooking fast and  
economically. The cooktop is also very easy to clean due 

to the handy cast-iron pan supports that can be removed 
individually. Our cooktops are also safe due to the intro-
duction of flame failure technology. No flame mean no gas! 
Safety is an ASKO priority.

Gas cooktops
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A+ burners
A+ burners on our gas cooktops have a very high output to cook fast and 
economically, so even a litre of water can boil approximately two minutes 
faster than other burners. ASKO burners also feature perfectly controllable 
pure flame with a wide control range.

Separate spill zone
If you accidentally boil something over it will be contained within the 
area it was spilt. For example our HG1984 has 3 spill zones, this means 
if something boiled over in the wok zone it would remain there and not 
interfere with other areas.

Easy to clean
The burner caps are finished with Flex®enamel and the burner bases are 
finished with Keradur enamel (heat and scratch resistant) which makes 
cleaning easy and extends the lifespan of the appliance.

Logical layout
The placement of the large burners at the front, means that the most used 
burners are easily accessible and large pots don’t hit the rear wall. This 
configuration not only looks fantastic, it also allows you to use more pots 
and pans at once. 

Safety
No flame, no gas! Should the flame be extinguished by a draught or water 
boiling over for example, the gas supply to that particular burner will be 
cut-off.

Flex®enamel coating on the one 
piece burners
Burner caps are covered with Flex®enamel and the burner ring is finished 
with a heat resistant Keradur coating which is hard wearing, scratch and 
dirt resistant.
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ASKO HI1683 Adaptive zone™

Induction cooktop, 4 zones, 64 cm

Performance

•	 2 x Adaptive zones (total power 7400 W) 
or 4 individual zones (1700 W)

Features

•	 LED display 
•	 Touch control 
•	 12 power levels 
•	 Booster on all zones (when used 

seperately)
•	 Adaptive Zone™

•	 Pan detection
•	 Power indication 
•	 6 Automatic cooking programs
•	 Pause function

Cleaning

Bevelled glass surface with touch  
controls makes cleaning very easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe control 
panel, pot detection, 10 hour maximum 
cook time, auto cut off

Cooktops

Induction

ASKO HI1983 Adaptive zone™

Induction cooktop 5 zones, 90 cm

Performance

•	 2 x Adaptive zones (total power 7400 W) 
or 4 individual zones (1700 W)

•	 1X26 cm double ring zone (5500 W)

Features

•	 LED display 
•	 Touch control 
•	 12 power levels 
•	 Booster on all zones (when used 

seperately)
•	 Adaptive Zone™

•	 Pan detection
•	 Power indication 
•	 6 Automatic cooking programs
•	 Pause function

Cleaning

Bevelled glass surface with touch  
controls makes cleaning very easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe control 
panel, pot detection, 10 hour maximum  
cook time, auto cut off

ASKO HI1774 IQcook
Induction cooktop, 4 zones, 78 cm

Performance

•	 1x14.5 cm (1400/2200 W) 
•	 2x18 cm (1850/3000 W)
•	 1x21 cm (2300/3700 W)

Features

•	 LED display 
•	 Touch control 
•	 12 power levels 
•	 Booster on all zones 
•	 Pan detection
•	 Power indication 
•	 IQ Sensor cooking
•	 Pause function

Cleaning

Bevelled glass surface with touch  
controls makes cleaning very easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe control 
panel, pot detection, 2-12 hour maximum  
cook time, auto cut off
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Induction Ceramic

ASKO HC1651
Ceramic cooktop, 4 zones, 58 cm

Performance

•	 1 extending zone 12 & 21 cm (700 & 
2100 W)

•	 2x14.5 cm (1200 W)
•	 1 extending zone 12 & 18 cm (750 & 

1700 W)

Features

•	 Touch control
•	 Timer
•	 Ceramic glass for rapid heating

Cleaning

Flat ceramic surface with touch controls 
makes cleaning very easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe 
control panel, safety switch turns off 
entire heating area

ASKO HI1632
Induction cooktop, 4 zones, 58 cm

Performance

•	 2x18 cm (2800 W), 
•	 16 cm (2200 W) 
•	 21 cm (3100 W)

Features

•	 LED display
•	 EasyDial™ control
•	 9 power levels and booster on all 

zones
•	 Direct access to 3 power levels
•	 Timer per zone
•	 Power indication

Cleaning

Bevelled glass surface with touch  
controls makes cleaning extremely easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe control 
panel,  auto stop, pot detection, 10 hour 
maximum cook time, auto cut off

ASKO HI1832
Induction cooktop, 4 zones, 77 cm

Performance

•	 2x18 cm (2800 W), 
•	 16 cm (2200 W) 
•	 21 cm (3100 W)

Features

•	 LED display
•	 EasyDial™ control
•	 9 power levels and booster on all 

zones
•	 Direct access to 3 power levels
•	 Timer per zone
•	 Power indication

Cleaning

Bevelled glass surface with touch  
controls makes cleaning extremely easy

Safety

Residual heat indication, child-safe control 
panel,  auto stop, pot detection, 10 hour 
maximum cook time, auto cut off
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ASKO HG1774A - Anthracite 
Gas cooktop, 4 zones plus wok, 75 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 8.5 MJ large burner
•	 14.9 MJ wok burner

Features

•	 Unique A+ burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 3 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted

(Available September 2013)

Cooktops

Gas cooktops

ASKO HG1984S
Gas cooktop, 4 zones plus wok, 90 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 8.5 MJ large burner
•	 14.9 MJ wok burner

Features

•	 Unique A+ burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 3 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted

ASKO HG1984A - Anthracite
Gas cooktop, 4 zones plus wok, 90 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 8.5 MJ large burner
•	 14.9 MJ wok burner

Features

•	 Unique A+ Burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 3 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted
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Gas cooktops

ASKO HG1774S
Gas cooktop, 4 zones plus wok, 75 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 8.5 MJ large burner
•	 14.9 MJ wok burner 

Features

•	 Unique A+ burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 3 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted

ASKO HG1664S
Gas cooktop, 3 zones plus wok, 63 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 14.9 MJ wok burner

Features

•	 Unique A+ burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, and removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 4 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted

ASKO HG1654S
Gas cooktop, 4 zones, 60 cm

Performance

•	 2x6.7 MJ medium burners
•	 3.6 MJ simmer burner
•	 Large 8.5 MJ burner  

Features

•	 Unique A+ burner technology
•	 Directional burners 
•	 Automatic ignition

Cleaning

One piece body, burners, and removable 
knobs for easy cleaning, smooth cast 
iron trivets, 2 separate spill zones

Safety

Child proof activation, auto cut off if gas 
supply is interrupted
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ASKO’s rangehoods are ideal for open plan living, and 
there are different styles for different tastes and kitchen 
types. Our rangehoods have a minimalist design with no 
obtrusive buttons or dials, and powerful air and whisper 

quiet operation. With ASKO’s rangehoods, the only thing 
lingering after a big dinner party will be the smiles on the 
faces of your contented guests.

Rangehoods 
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ASKO’s rangehoods are at the forefront of design, no  
obtrusive buttons or dials. A simple statement that makes 
a huge impact in your kitchen. They also adhere to the 
ASKO’s principle of performance and being easy to use.

Rangehoods

39



High capacity fume removal
Our rangehoods have effective high powered motors to remove 
94.1-99.7% of cooking fumes according to international standards. 

Fan filter is dishwasher safe
An efficient 5-layer filter to better collect the grease. The filter is washable 
and when it needs cleaning you can easily put it in your ASKO dishwasher.

15 minute off timer
The built-in timer is conveniently fitted in the hood´s panel and includes an 
15 minute off timer.

Boost function
The boost function speeds up the extraction of the air for extra power 
when you need it.

AirQuietTM motor
ASKO´s rangehoods will not only compliment your kitchen, but will 
perform without being obtrusive and expels odours with minium noise. 
(AirQuiet motor on models CO4620 and CO4920).

Something for everyone
No other rangehoods are more suitable for open plan living than ASKO’s. 
All our rangehoods keep noise down and can provide a central design 
focus for your kitchen or blend in seamlessly, depending on your kitchen 
design and personal preference.
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ASKO CW4911
Sloped glass canopy hood, 90 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 760 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Touch control 
•	 LC-display with energy-saving mode
•	 Real-time clock with 1-59 minute timer
•	 15 minute off timer
•	 Twin halogen lighting

Rangehoods

Rangehoods

ASKO CW4951
Glass canopy hood, 90 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 760 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Touch control 
•	 LC-display with energy-saving mode
•	 Real-time clock with 1-59 minute timer
•	 15 minute off timer
•	 Twin halogen lighting

ASKO CC4840
Concealed rangehood, 86 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 760 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Electronic hidden controls  
•	 LED indicator for fan speed
•	 Cleaning alarm on aluminium filter 

after 30 hours of use 
•	 Twin halogen lighting
•	 Adjustable halogen lighting
•	 Forced perimetre extraction clean 

air program
•	 Replacement alarm on carbon filters 

after 120 hours of use
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Rangehoods

ASKO CC4520
Concealed rangehood, 52 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 670 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Electronic hidden controls  
•	 LED indicator for fan speed
•	 Twin halogen lighting
•	 Cleaning alarm on aluminium filter 

after 30 hours of use 
•	 Clean air program

ASKO CO4620
Slide out rangehood, 60 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 650 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Push-button front located controls
•	 Insulated motor for lower noise level
•	 Twin halogen lighting
•	 Stainless steel filters
•	 AirVent™ program
•	 AirQuiet™ motor

ASKO CO4920
Slide out rangehood, 90 cm

Performance

•	 Capacity motor: 650 m³/h

Functions

•	 4 power levels inc. boost
•	 Electronic timer for delayed switch-off

Features

•	 Push-button front located controls
•	 Insulated motor for lower noise levels
•	 Twin halogen lighting
•	 Stainless steel filters
•	 AirVent™ program
•	 AirQuiet™ motor
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We enjoy creating masterpieces in the kitchen and sharing  
good food with special friends. It’s the cleaning up  
afterwards that can take the fun out of it. Some dishwashers  
can handle plates but not pots. Others are good with bowls 
but not baking trays. 

With ASKO, you get a dishwasher that does it all, including 
cleaning your precious red wine glasses. However, the real 
magic happens after you turn it on, giving new meaning to 
the term‚ ‘a quiet night in’.

ASKO dishwashers

Dishwashers
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Style

LogicClassic
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Dishwashers

ASKO build dishwashers with many outstanding features 
- it’s a Scandinavian thing. We’re always asking ourselves 
how we can make something better. How we can make life 
easier for you? Continuous improvement is in our DNA and 

it lives in every ASKO machine. Whether you are designing 
or renovating your kitchen or deciding to upgrade your 
current dishwasher, ASKO has a model to suit your needs.

A better dishwasher starts with better thinking
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It´s whispering
Our dishwashers are so silent that we´ve installed a buzzer so that 
you can hear when the dishes are ready. That´s how silent the ASKO 
dishwasher is. 

XXL - our largest loading capacity ever!
ASKO dishwashers allow you to wash bigger loads than ever before. Our 
standard models have an external height of 82cm and a loading height 
of 54cm. While our XXL models have an outside height of 86cm, and a 
whopping loading height of 58cm, giving you one of the largest capacities 
on the market. 

Status LightTM

At the bottom right of our dishwashers (certain models, please see page 
60-61 for technical specification) we have placed a light that makes life 
a whole lot easier for you. In a smart way it communicates with you using 
three different colours to tell you what the machine is doing. 

No rinsing required
SCS+ is a patented jet system that blasts off food particles, channels them 
to a central drain, then cleans the fine filter and all the interior surfaces 
prior to the main wash. This means you never have to pre-rinse your 
dishes. SCS+ saves water, saves energy, and reduces wash times.

Time program and program memory
You decide the program time and the machine will apply the best possible 
program for that time. Select program time and temperature depending on 
how dirty the dishes are. The program memory automatically remembers 
the last run program, so if you want to repeat it the next day - just press 
the start button.

Flexible loads
The baskets in an ASKO dishwasher are easily adapted to your load. 
The middle basket (certain models, please see page 60-61 for technical 
specification) is divided into two removable sections: one for your larger 
utensils and one for bowls and cups. There is a perfect spot for every item 
and a perfect result after every wash. 
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Our range of dishwashers offers you a total solution when 
it comes to taking care of your dirty dishes in the best and 
most convenient way. The unique new drying function 
Turbo Drying Express™ saves you time and dries even the 
smallest loads or plastic objects. The intelligent Status 

Light™ tells you all you need to know about the ongoing 
program and when the machine is ready. Our machines 
are also some of the quietest on the market and won’t 
disturb anyone in the kitchen.

Why an ASKO 
dishwasher? 
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Saves water
An ASKO dishwasher saves water. It uses as little as 13.9 liters of water 
on a normal wash. And thanks to our basket design and water distribution 
system there is no need to rinse dishes before loading them, which means 
even less water wastage.

10Spray™ & PowerZones
Different dishes require different efforts. That´s why we´ve divided the 
machine into 10 different highly effecive spray zones including three 
PowerZones where every item has a tailor made place for the best 
washing result for the full load. 10Spray™ on models D5894SSXXL and 
D5894FiXXL.

Save time and money
Our new powerful drying function improves the drying result and 
significantly shortens program time, about 30 minutes with a normal 
program. It also has the unique ability to give a perfect drying result even 
on plastic objects and smaller loads. We call it Turbo Drying ExpressTM  (on 
model D5894XXL and D5894Fi XXL).

Interior light
There is a small yet highly effective light in your dishwasher. It comes 
on when you open the door and lights up the whole machine. It makes 
loading and unloading simpler, and makes it easier to find any cutlery or 
other items you may have dropped in the dishwasher.
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No other material lasts as long as stainless steel, especially 
in an environment where salt, rinse aid and detergent  
are everyday factors. Since we use non-magnetic 18.9 
high-quality stainless steel in all parts that come in contact 
with water our dishwashers will not rust.

The hard facts
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Telescopic rails
The basket rails are one of the parts in a dishwasher that wear most. Just 
think of the number of times you load and unload the dishwasher. Therefore, 
we manufacture all of our dishwashers with stainless steel telescopic rails. 
Stainless steel will not wear out, which ensures that the rails are stable and 
free of problems year after year. 

Stainless filter
The stainless steel filter will remain effective and keep your dishwasher 
clean year after year. With ASKO’s  dishwashers you only have to clean 
the filter around 2 times a year. Electropolished stainless steel filters and 
continuous airing and spraying, combined with the patented ASKO SuperClea-
ningSystem™, keep the strainer and filter clean

Spray arms
When you´re choosing a dishwasher, take a close look at the spray arms, 
which do the hard work. ASKO`s dishwashers are fitted with stainless steel 
spray arms in 18.9 steel, which are combined with slower rota tion giving a 
better washing result and a longer life.

One piece steel door
The door is one of the parts that you use most on your dishwasher. All 
ASKO dishwashers are delivered with a one piece steel door solution 
meaning a more stable, long lasting design with fewer parts that can 
break.  
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ASKO’s outdoor dishwasher is the first dishwasher spe-
cifically designed for outdoor use. You can now dine, load 
dishes, and continue entertaining your guests without so 

much as a break in the conversation. No more missing out 
on special moments while running back inside with piles of 
plates and platters.

Outdoor
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Stainless steel outside
Incorporating the high-end scandinavian design and quality that ASKO 
is famous for, the ASKO outdoor dishwasher features stainless steel top, 
sides, and back for added environmental protection. All steel parts come 
with advanced corrosion protection, while sealed electronics keep out the 
harsh Australian elements.

Intelligent on the inside
The ASKO outdoor dishwasher has been designed with the serious 
outdoor entertainer in mind. Capacity for 14 place settings, a flexible 
basket system for large plates and platters, plus a 4 star WELS water 
efficiency rating, make it the perfect addition to the ultimate outdoor 
kitchen. 

Flexible loading options
It has more than enough room to fit anything you need cleaned. Wine 
glasses, no matter their size, can be stacked easily and safely, and will 
come out sparkling clean and let’s be honest, wine glass cleanliness is 
extremely important to any outdoor meal.

Conversation starter
It’s close proximity also means that you won’t miss out on valuable 
conversation time with your guests, and let’s face it; this dishwasher is the
ultimate conversation starter.
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ASKO D5644
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 10

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Knife basket

Dishwashers

Dishwashers

ASKO D5644 XXL
Type: Built-in, 86 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 10

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Knife basket

ASKO D5894 XXL
Type: Built-in, 86 cm

Capacity

•	 15 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4.5

Number of Programs

•	 16

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Time saver
•	 Super rinse
•	 Tab
•	 Cool touch
•	 Half load upper or lower baskets
•	 Turbo Drying Express™

Flexiracks™

•	 Exclusive height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Exclusive lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Middle basket 
•	 Knife basket
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Dishwashers

ASKO D5424
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures

Flexiracks™

•	 Standard upper basket
•	 Standard lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

ASKO D5434
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium upper basket
•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

ASKO D5457
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Time saver
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Knife basket
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ASKO D5424
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures

Flexiracks™

•	 Standard upper basket
•	 Standard lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

Dishwashers

Dishwashers

ASKO D5434
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium upper basket
•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

ASKO D5457
Type: Built-in, 82 cm

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4.5

Number of Programs

•	 6

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Time saver
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Knife basket
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Dishwashers

ASKO D5544 Fi
Type: Fully integrated, 82 cm 
Status Light™

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 10

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Knife basket

ASKO D5544 Fi XXL
Type: Fully integrated, 86 cm 
Status Light™

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 10

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Premium height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Premium lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

ASKO D5894 Fi XXL
Type: Fully integrated, 86 cm 
Status Light™

Capacity

•	 15 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3.5
•	 Water star: 4.5

Number of Programs

•	 15

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24 h
•	 Time set
•	 Time saver
•	 Super rinse
•	 Tab
•	 Cool touch
•	 Half load upper or lower baskets
•	 Turbo Drying Express™

Flexiracks™

•	 Exclusive height-adjustable upper 
basket

•	 Exclusive lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket
•	 Middle basket 
•	 Knife basket
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Dishwashers

Dishwashers

ASKO D5954 OUTDOOR
Type: Freestanding or under bench 
Colour: TouchProof™ stainless steel

Number of Programs

•	 10

Features

•	 Delayed start (1 - 24 hours)
•	 High temperature option
•	 Time saver
•	 KidSafe™ control panel
•	 AquaSafe™
•	 SteamSafe™

Baskets

•	 Exclusive 23 cm height adjustable 
upper basket

•	 Exclusive 31 cm lower basket
•	 Knife basket

Top & side panel kit
With the top & side panel kit you  
can easily make your ASKO Built in 
dishwasher a freestanding dishwasher. 
The kit is possible to use with both XL 
and XXL models. Avaliable in stainless 
steel, white or metal grey.

ASKO D5532Fi
Type: Fully integrated, 82 cm 

Capacity

•	 14 place settings
•	 Energy star: 3
•	 Water star: 4

Number of Programs

•	 9

Programming options

•	 Adjustable temperatures
•	 Delayed start 1-24h
•	 Turbo Drying™

Flexiracks™

•	 Standard upper basket
•	 Standard lower basket
•	 Cutlery basket

Outdoor Top & Side panels
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OveNS

MODEL OP8631 OP8621 OP8611 OT8601 OS8411 OCM8411
Built-in • • • • • •

Colour ss/anthracite ss/anthracite ss/anthracite ss ss/ anthracite ss/ anthracite

DIMENSIONS
Built-in (WxHxD) (mm) 560/600/550 560/600/550 560/600/550 560/600/550 460/450/550 560/450/550

Exterior dimensions (WxHxD) (mm) 597/595/565 597/595/565 597/595/565 597/595/565 592/456/423 592/456/570

EFFICIENCY
Energy rating) A-G A A A A na na

Heating Conventional/
hot-air

Conventional/
hot-air

Conventional/
hot-air

Conventional/
hot-air

Steam Microwave

Gross oven volume (L) 65 65 65 70 23 40

Max. temperature (°C) 275 275 275 275 100 250

Cavity material Enamelled Enamelled Enamelled Enamelled Stainless steel Enamelled

Languages 30

Type of control TFT Colour 
Screen Touch control Knob/push 

button
Knob/push 

button
Knob/push 

button
Knob/push 

button

Delayed start • • • • - -

OVEN FUNCTIONS
SIMPLEbake • - - - - -

AUTObake • - - - - -

PRObake • - - - - -

STEPbake • - - - - -

Fan and bottom heat • • • • - -

Top/bottom heat • •  • • - -

Fan • • • • - -

Fan & Lower element - - - • - -

Fan Forced - - - • - -

Fan Forced & Lower element - - - • - -

Fan and grill • • • • - -

Grill (hot-air grill) • • • • - -

Half grill/Full grill - / - - / - - / - •	/	• - / - - / -

Drying/defrosting •	/	• •	/	• •	/	• -	/	• - / • •	/	•

Pizza function - - - - - -

Keep warm • • - - - -

Pyro 90/120/150 min • / • / • •	/ •	/ • •	/ •	/ •  - / - / - -  / - / - -  / - / -

Aqua clean - - - • - -

Steam cooking 55 - 100ºC - - - - •

Microwave - - - - - •

Keep warm • • • - - •

Internal light (W) 25 25 25 25 15 15

No. of glass panes in door 4 4 4 3 2 2

Memory 120 3 - - - -

Fish - - - - • -

Fragile - - - - • -

Melt - - - - • -

ACCESSORIES
Telescopic rails 3 Fully 2 3/4 - - - -

Trays 3 2 - 3 2 2

Probe • • • • - -

1 steam cook. dish set in stainless steel - - - - • -

INSTALLATION
Voltage (V) 240 240 240 240 240 240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 15 15 15 15 10 15

Max. effect (kW) 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 1.8 3.4

Technical specifications
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Technical specifications
eLeCTRIC COOKTOPS

MODEL HI1774 HI1983 HI1683 HI1832 HI1632 HC1651

Type induction induction induction induction induction ceramic

Colour/edge anthracite anthracite anthracite anthracite anthracite anthracite/ss

FEATURES
Control devices Touch control Touch control Touch control Touch control Touch control Touch control

Power levels 12 12 12 9 9 9

Hi-Light elements - - - - - •

Timer • • • • • •

Power indication • • • • • •

Booster function • • • • • •

SAFETY
Child lock • • • • • •

Overflow / overheat •	/ • •	/	• •	/	• •	/	• •	/	• •	/

Residual heat indicator • • • • • •

Cooking time limiter (auto stop) • • • • • •

ZONE SIZE AND WATTS
Left  center 5500/260

Front left (W/mm) 2100/3700/210 3700/190X220 3700/190X220 2800/180 2800/180 700/2100/120/210 

Back right (W/mm) 1850/3000/180 3700/190X220 3700/190X220 3100/210 3100/210 750/1700/120/180

Back left (W/mm) 1400/2200/145 3700/190X220 3700/190X220 2800/180 2800/180 1200/145

Front right (W/mm) 1850/3000/180 3700/190X220 3700/190X220 2200/160 2200/160 1200/145

INSTALLATION
Connected power (kW) 7.4 11.1 7.4 7.2 7.2 6.2

Voltage (V) 240 400 400 240 240 240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50 50

Current (A) 16 15 15 15 15 15

Power cord length (cm) 150 150 150 150 150 112

RANGeHOODS

MODEL CC4840 CW4951 CW4911 CO4920 CO4620 CC4520

Type concealed canopy canopy slide out slide out concealed

Colour ss ss ss ss ss ss

TECHNICAL DATA
Integrated motor in hood body • • • • • •

Lighting (Halogen) (W) 2x20 2x20 2x20 2 2 2x20

Regulation (speed levels + booster) 4 4 4 4 4 3

Control devices Electronic hidden 
controls Touch buttons Touch buttons Push-button, front 

located controls
Push-button, front 
located controls Electronic buttons

Audible timer (min) - 1-59 1-59 - - -

Off timer (min) 15 15 15 15 15 15

Air movement (m3) 760 760 760 650 650 670

CLEANING
Fat collector - • • - - -

Washable aluminium grease filter • • • • • •

Teflon coated metal fan blades - • • - - -

Filter cleaning indication • • • - - •

INSTALLATION
Voltage (V) 240 240 240 240 240 240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50 50

Cable (cm) 80 150 150 80 80 100

Ducting outlet diametre (mm) 150 150 150 150 150 150

Plug • • • • • •
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Technical specifications
GAS COOKTOPS

MODEL HG1984A HG1984S HG1774A HG1774S HG1664S HG1654S

Plates gas gas gas gas gas gas

Colour anthracite ss anthracite ss ss ss

DIMENSIONS
Built-in (WxD) (mm) 860x490 860x490 730x490 560x490 560x490 560x490

Exterior dimensions (WxD) (mm) 900x526 900x526 750x526 750x526 625x510 600x526

Weight net / gross (kg) 16.8/19.0 16.8/19.0 15.0/17.0 15.0/17.0 10.4/12 10.2/12

FEATURES
Power levels infinite/continuous infinite/continuous infinite/continuous infinite/continuous infinite/continuous infinite/continuous

Ignition system • • • • • •

COOKING
Normal • • • • • •

Rapid • • • • • •

Simmer • • • • • •

Wok • • • • • -

SAFETY
Safety device for gas thermo electric thermo electric thermo electric thermo electric thermo electric thermo electric

HEATING ZONES
Front middle (MJ/h) 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7 - -

Rear middle (MJ/h) 0.88-3.6 0.88-3.6 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7 - -

Front left (MJ/h) 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 1.8-8.5

Rear right (MJ/h) 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7 0.88-3.6 0.88-3.6 1.7-6-7 0.88-3.6

Rear left (MJ/h) - - - - 0.88-3.6 1.7-6.7

Front right (MJ/h) 1.8-8.5 1.8-8.5 1.8-8.5 1.8-8.5 1.7-6.7 1.7-6.7

INSTALLATION
Gas type NG NG NG NG NG NG

Alternative gas type LPG conversion kit LPG conversion kit LPG conversion kit LPG conversion kit LPG conversion kit LPG conversion kit

Power cord length (cm) 230 230 230 230 230 230
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Technical specifications
DISHWASHeRS

MODEL D5894 XXL D5644 XXL D5644 D5457 D5434 D5424 D5457

Construction type Built in Built in Built in Built in Built in Built in Built in

Main colour of product ss ss ss ss ss ss White

EnErgy LabEL InformatIon / PErformancE

Reference program (used for energy label classification) Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Number of place settings, tested (energy label ) 15 14 14 14 14 14 14

Noise level (dB(A)) 44 46 46 48 48 48 48

Total estimated energy consumption (220 full loads) (kWh) 294 273 273 273 259 322 273

Total cycle time of reference program (h) 2:05 1:45 1:45 1:45 1:45 2:00 1:45

Detergent consumption (g) 25 25 25 25 25 25 25

Energy star 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3.5

Water star 4.5 4 4 4 4 4 4

FEATURES
Delayed start 1-24 hr 1-24 hr 1-24 hr 1-24 hour 1-24 hr - 1-24 hr

1/2 Load function • - - - - - -

Maximum temperature for water intake (°C) 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Long drying • • • • • • •

Time saver • - - • - - •

Time set (only if time programme is selected) • • • • - - •

Turbo drying • • • • • - •

Number of spray zones 10Spray™ 8Spray™ 8Spray™ 8Spray™ 7Spray™ 5Spray™ 8Spray™

ASKO TRADEMARKS
Super Cleaning System (SCS+™) • • • • • • •

SuperRinse™ • - - - - - -

CoolTouch™ • - - - - - -

StatusLight™ • - - - - - -

Turbo drying express™ • - - - - - -

PROGRAMS
Daily • • • • • • •

Heavy • • • • • • •

Normal • • • • • • •

Mixed • - - - - - -

Upper basket • - - - - - -

Lower basket • - - - - - -

Time • • • • - - •

Delicate • • • - - - -

Quick • • • - • • -

Super quick • • • - - - -

Plastic • - - - - - -

Eco • • • • • • •

Crockery warming • - - - - - -

Rinse and hold • • • • • • •

Rinse and dry • • • - - - -

INSTALLATION
Pex hose connection, dimensions (inch) 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

Required inlet water pressure (Mpa) 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1

Length inlet hose (cm) 158 158 158 158 158 158 158

Length outlet hose (cm) 198 198 198 198 198 198 198

Connection rating (W) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800

Current (A) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Voltage (V) 240 240 240 240 240 240 240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Length of electrical supply cord (cm) 182 182 182 182 182 182 182
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Technical specifications
DISHWASHeRS

D5894 Fi 
XXL

D5544 Fi 
XXL 

D5954 
OutdoorMODEL D5434 D5424 D5544 Fi D5532 Fi

Construction type Built in Built in Fully integrated Fully integrated Fully integrated Fully integrated FS

Main colour of product White White ss

EnErgy LabEL InformatIon / PErformancE

Reference program (used for energy label classification) Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Number of place settings, tested (energy label ) 14 14 15 14 14 14 14

Noise level (dB(A)) 48 48 44 46 46 48 48

Total estimated energy consumption (220 full loads) (kWh) 259 322 294 273 273 322 -

Total cycle time of reference program (h) 1:45 2:00 2:05 1:45 1:45 2:00 2:00

Detergent consumption (g) 25 25 25 25 25 25 25

Energy star 3.5 3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3

Water star 4 4 4.5 4 4 4 4

FEATURES
Delayed start 1-24 hr - 1-24 hr 1-24 hr 1-24 hr 1-24 hour 1-24 hr

1/2 Load function - - • - - - -

Maximum temperature for water intake (°C) 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Long drying • • • • • • •

Time saver - - • - - - •

Time set (only if time programme is selected) - - • • • - •

Turbo drying • - • • • - -

Number of spray zones 7Spray™ 5Spray™ 10Spray™ 8Spray™ 8Spray™ 5Spray™ 8Spray™

ASKO TRADEMARKS
Super Cleaning System (SCS+™) • • • • • • •

SuperRinse™ - - • - - - -

CoolTouch™ - - • - - - -

StatusLight™ - - • • • - -

Turbo drying express™ - - • - - - -

PROGRAMS
Daily • • • • • • -

Heavy • • • • • • -

Normal • • • • • • •

Mixed - - • - - - -

Upper basket - - • - - - -

Lower basket - - • - - - -

Time - - • • • - •

Delicate - - • • • • -

Quick • • • • • • •

Super quick - - • • • • -

Plastic - - • - - - -

Eco • • • • • • •

Crockery warming - - • - - - -

Rinse and hold • • • • • • •

Rinse and dry - - • • • • •

INSTALLATION
Pex hose connection, dimensions (inch) 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

Required inlet water pressure (Mpa) 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1 0.03-1

Length inlet hose (cm) 158 158 158 158 158 158 158

Length outlet hose (cm) 198 198 198 198 198 198 198

Connection rating (W) 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800

Current (A) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Voltage (V) 240 240 240 240 240 240 240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

Length of electrical supply cord (cm) 182 182 182 182 182 182 182

All products are specified to EN, IEC and EMC standards and are CE marked. We assume no liability for printing errors.
The manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
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Installation drawings
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HI1683 HI1632

Hc1651 HI1983

Installation drawings
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Installation drawings

cW4951 cW4911

co4620
co4920

* With nut and sliding protection mounted
** Recommended measurements

Dishwasher 82 cm1)

fully-Int. and built-in versions
Dishwasher 86 cm XXL1)

fully-Int. and built-in versions

All descriptions and dimensions in this brochure are a guide only. ASKO does not recommend their use for the manufacture or cutting of kitchen/laundry cabinetry prior to reading the 
installation manuals. ASKO Australia reserves the right to vary appliance specifications and standard features in Australia from that detailed in this brochure. Appliances in this brochure 
may also be fitted with optional extra’s. If you have any concerns please contact ASKO on 1300 002 756.

fully integrated Dishwasher
Door height range

82 cm

XXL-86 cm

min 680 mm    
max 760 mm

min 700 mm    
max 800 mm
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Phone ASKO toll free 1300 00 2756
or visit www.asko.com.au for more information

national office
35 Sunmore Close
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